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Super Simple Ironman 70 3 Triathlon Training Plan
A breakthrough program for triathletes -- beginner, intermediate, and advanced -- showing how to balance training
intensity to maximize performance -- from a fitness expert and elite coach. Cutting-edge research has proven that
triathletes and other endurance athletes experience their greatest performance when they do 80 percent of their training
at low intensity and the remaining 20 percent at moderate to high intensity. But the vast majority of recreational triathletes
are caught in the so-called "moderate-intensity rut," spending almost half of their time training too hard--harder than the
pros. Training harder isn't smarter; it actually results in low-grade chronic fatigue that prevents recreational athletes from
getting the best results. In 80/20 Triathlon, Matt Fitzgerald and David Warden lay out the real-world and scientific
evidence, offering concrete tips and strategies, along with complete training plans for every distance--Sprint, Olympic,
Half-Ironman, and Ironman--to help athletes implement the 80/20 rule of intensity balance. Benefits include reduced
fatigue and injury risk, improved fitness, increased motivation, and better race results.
Hunter Allen and Andy Coggan, PhD have completely revised the book that made power meters understandable for
amateur and professional cyclists and triathletes. Power meters have become essential tools for competitive cyclists and
triathletes. No training tool can unlock as much speed and endurance as a power meter--for those who understand how
to interpret their data. A power meter displays and records exactly how much energy a cyclist expends, which lends
unprecedented insight into that rider's abilities and fitness. With the proper baseline data, a cyclist can use a power meter
to determine race strategy, pacing, and tactics. Training and Racing with a Power Meter makes it possible to exploit the
incredible usefulness of the power meter by explaining how to profile strengths and weaknesses, measure fitness and
fatigue, optimize workouts, time race readiness, and race using power. This new edition: Enables athletes to predict
future performance and time peak form Introduces fatigue profiling, a new testing method to pinpoint weaknesses
Includes two training plans to raise functional threshold power and time peaks for race day Offers 75 power-based
workouts tuned for specific training goals This updated edition also includes new case studies, a full chapter on triathlon
training and racing, and improved 2-color charts and tables throughout. Training and Racing with a Power Meter, will
continue to be the definitive guide to the most important training tool ever developed for endurance sports.
In Fast-Track Triathlete, elite triathlon coach Matt Dixon offers his plan of attack for high performance in long-course
triathlon—without sacrificing work or life. Developed for busy professionals with demanding schedules, the Fast-Track
Triathlete program makes your PR possible in Ironman®, Ironman 70.3®, Rev3, and Challenge triathlon in about 10
hours a week. Training for long-course triathlons once demanded 15-20 hours each week—on top of work, family, travel
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and other time commitments. For many, preparing for long-distance triathlon is more challenging than the race itself. Now
Fast-Track Triathlete opens the door to your best performance in full- and half-distance triathlons in half the traditional
training time. Dixon’s laser-focused, effective approach to workouts, recovery, strength and mobility, and nutrition means
you can prepare for triathlon’s greatest challenges in just 7-10 hours per week for half-distance and 10-12 hours per
week for full-distance. Fast-Track Triathlete includes • Dixon’s complete guide to creating a successful sport and life
performance recipe • How to plan out your triathlon training • Scaling workouts for time and fatigue • Training and racing
during travel • Executing your swim-bike-run and transitions plan on race day • 10-week off-season training program with
key workouts • 14-week pre-season training program with key workouts • 14-week comprehensive race-prep full and half
training plans with fully integrated strength and conditioning Dixon’s first book, The Well-Built Triathlete, revealed his fourtiered approach to success in all triathlon race distances. Fast-Track Triathlete turbocharges Dixon’s well-built program
so even the busiest athletes can achieve their long-distance triathlon dreams without sacrificing so much to achieve
them.
America's top personal trainer, holistic nutritionist and health expert, Ben Greenfield, shows you how to overcome
common health-related training issues while optimizing your workouts so you can look, feel, and perform like a champion.
You have amazing physical goals. You want the best body you can get. You want to look, feel, and perform like a
champion. So you beat yourself up with tough training, day after day, week after week, month after month. As a result,
you’re held back by frustrating issues like brain fog, broken gut, hormone depletion, heart problems, and destroyed
joints--limited to living at a fraction of your peak capacity and powerless to tap into your full potential and achieve your
dreams. But it's possible to be healthy on the outside and on the inside. This book gives you every training, nutrition, and
lifestyle solution you need to do it, including: -The 2 best ways to build endurance fast without destroying your body
-Underground training tactics for maximizing workout efficiency -The best biohacks for enhancing mental performance
and instantly entering the zone -How to know with laserlike accuracy whether your body has truly recovered -26 ways to
quickly recover from workouts, injuries and overtraining -The 25 most important blood and saliva biomarkers and how to
test them -5 essential elements of training that most athletes neglect -7 stress-fighting weapons to make your mind-body
connection bulletproof -Proven systems to enhance sleep, eliminate insomnia, and conquer jetlag -40 high-calorie,
nutrient-dense meals that won’t destroy your metabolism -Tools for customizing your carbs, proteins and fats for your
unique body and goals -9 ways to fix a broken gut, create toxin-free life, and detox your body -A complete system to
safeguard your immune system and stomach -Potent time-efficiency tips for balancing training, work, travel, and family.
Whether you're an extreme exercise enthusiast or just looking to shed a few pounds, this is the last book on training,
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endurance, health, and life you will ever need.
Every year, more and more people are rising to the challenge of completing their first triathlon. The combination of
swimming, cycling and running ensure that triathlon is not only one of the most physically demanding sports, but also one
of the most rewarding. Triathlon Training Basics is the complete guide to triathlon training. Providing advice for individual
competitors as well as individual members of a team competing together, it contains all the essential information
triathletes need to successfully complete a triathlon. detailed training plans for beginners and more experienced athletes
advice on equipment and clothing for each of the elements technical training tools advice on how to develop your training
strength training programmes stretching programmes injury prevention techniques Triathlon Training Basics is essential
reading for any beginner thinking about embarking on their first triathlon, through to experienced athletes wishing to
improve their training.
Sometimes in life, you are hit by an unexpected wave of change. A change that will forcibly stir you out of your cocooned
comfort zone. You may face despair, loneliness and depression. This is not a dead end but just a test to rediscover
yourself and unleash your inner potential. I wasn't ready to put myself through a gruelling training regime. At the same
time I had to conquer my fear of swimming in open water and lay those inner demons to rest. When I completed my first
Sprint distance Triathlon, I was elated. It motivated me to pursue this sport called Triathlon for which I developed passion
over time. Ultimately, I followed my dream of crossing the finish line of the Ironman 70.3, to consider myself worthy of
something. For those of you who are thinking about getting into this sport, this bookwill motivate you to take that plunge.
And for the rest of us triathletes, you will find a part of yourself in the chapters of this book. Happy reading and keep
'Tri'-ing!
Ever dream of being an elite endurance athlete and competing in races like Hawaii's Ironman? Professional athletes are
not the only people who have the ability to attain superior athletic accomplishments. Every season tens of thousands of
amateur triathletes compete head-to-head, pushing their physical and mental strength to the absolute limits. The
standard Ironman competition is a true test: a 2.4-mile open-water swim, followed by a 112-mile bike leg, and a 26.2-mile
marathon run. Sought-after multisport coach, Don Fink assures readers that the challenge is not too difficult, the dream is
not impossible. His time-efficient training methods have been honed over the years and have been proved to aid anyone
in achieving their athletic dreams. Be Iron-Fit provides practical training information in a step-by-step, enjoyable way so
that even everyday athletes can attain ultimate conditioning. Included in this revolutionary guide is information on: - The
essential workouts - The training cycle- Core training - 12-week training programs - Effective time management - The
principle of gradual adaptation - Effective heart-rate training - Preparing with training races - Proper technique Page 3/11
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Equipment tips - Race and pre-race strategies - Mental training - Effective goal setting and race selection- Nutrition - And
much more With the proper preparation and training techniques explained here, virtually anyone can attain supreme
fitness.
Combining the winning elements of proven training approaches, motivational stories, and innovative recipes, No Meat
Athlete is a unique guidebook, healthy-living cookbook, and nutrition primer for the beginner, every day, and serious
athlete who wants to live a meatless lifestyle. Author and popular blogger, Matt Frazier, will show you that there are many
benefits to embracing a meat-free athletic lifestyle, including: - Weight loss, which often leads to increased speed- Easier
digestion and faster recovery after workouts- Improved energy levels to help with not just athletic performance but your
day-to-day life - Reduced impact on the planet Whatever your motivation for choosing a meat-free lifestyle, this book will
take you through everything you need to know to apply your lifestyle to your training. Matt Frazier provides practical
advice and tips on how to transition to a plant-based diet while getting all the nutrition you need; uses the power of habit
to make those changes last; and offers up menu plans for high performance, endurance, and recovery. Once you've
mastered the basics, Matt delivers a training manual of his own design for runners of all abilities and ambitions. The
manual provides training plans for common race distances and shows runners how to create healthy habits, improve
performance, and avoid injuries. No Meat Athlete will take you from the start to finish line, giving you encouraging tips,
tricks, and advice along the way.
"Respected running and fitness expert Matt Fitzgerald explains how the 80/20 running program--in which you do 80
percent of runs at a lower intensity and just 20 percent at a higher intensity--is the best change runners of all abilities can
make to improve their performance. With a thorough examination of the science and research behind this training
method, 80/20 Running is a hands-on guide for runners of all levels with training programs for 5K, 10K, half-marathon,
and marathon distances"-Keeping a training diary helps athletes build confidence and stave off threats to performance: burnout, injury, illness, and
overtraining. This simple, comprehensive diary makes it easy to record every component of triathlon workouts. Details of
each swim, bike, run, crosstraining, or strength workout can be entered, with ample space for notes on the route or other
variables. Users can consolidate training data, track progress, and reshape goals throughout the season with this useful
book.
In The Well-Built Triathlete, elite triathlon coach Matt Dixon reveals the approach he has used to turn age-group
triathletes into elite professionals and champions. Dixon's method breaks new ground in triathlon training, introducing a
new, comprehensive approach that builds the whole athlete for stronger performance. Dixon details the four pillars of
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performance that form the foundation of his highly successful purplepatch fitness program, showing triathletes of all
abilities how they can become well-built triathletes and perform better year after year. The Well-Built Triathlete does not
focus narrowly on workouts and training, but instead gives equal weight to training and workouts, recovery and rest,
workout and daily nutrition, and functional strength and mobility. Dixon considers the demands of career and family to
prepare athletes to achieve their goals through a realistic, practical ecosystem of stress and recovery. The Well-Built
Triathlete is Dixon's guide to every aspect of triathlon performance. Chapters on swimming, cycling, and running explain
the most effective ways to train for each. His pragmatic approach to stretching, recovery, and effective strength training
shows athletes where they can recover valuable time. A purplepatch section shows how triathletes can achieve long
streaks of high performance. Dixon's whole-athlete approach to triathlon will help triathletes become greater than the sum
of their workouts. By becoming better all-around athletes, well-built triathletes will train and race faster than ever.
Serious triathletes may be the most tech-savvy of all athletes. You have the latest devices and know that data to improve
your performance are at hand, but putting it all together can be a daunting, confusing task. Triathlete, coach, researcher,
and author Jim Vance maintains that, despite access to the relevant information, most triathletes start a race
undertrained or overtrained. That’s why he’s developed Triathlon 2.0: Data-Driven Performance Training, the first
program to take advantage of the latest science and technology. Triathlon 2.0 examines the sport’s most popular
devices, including cycling power meters, GPS trackers, and heart rate monitors. Capture the most accurate readings,
learn what they mean, and, just as important, what they don’t. Then, put the numbers to work for you, translating your
data into a comprehensive program based on your performance needs and triathlon goals. With Triathlon 2.0, you will
learn these skills: • Establish and identify optimal aerobic fitness base. • Determine the exact number of intervals for the
most effective training and quickest recovery. • Identify performance markers to track training results. • Develop a
tapering plan for peak performance. • Monitor pace and progress in real time. If you’re serious about maximizing
performance, then turn to the only program built around your personal performance data. With Triathlon 2.0, the power
and plan are in your hands.
From Triathlete magazine - the most popular and extensivesource for triathlon information - comes this guidebook of
weeklytraining plans for triathletes of all skill levels.
The 24-week training program is laid out in four six-week increments. This represents the day-by-day, week-by-week
work to be done in preparing for a successful long-distance triathlon. Okay, you've finished your first short-distance
triathlon, maybe even an Olympic distance or half-distance triathlon. Now it's time to up the ante and go further and
faster. Paul Huddle and Roch Frey are up to the challenge. Longer workouts, balancing work, family, and training, adding
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speed work, recovery, and the mental game are all essential when you decide to move up to the long distance. No one
has more training or racing experience than Roch and Paul. They will get you to your target race healthy, happy, and
ready for more. Guaranteed.
Powered From Within will motivate runners and triathletes of all levels. Stories include profiles of two-time Ironman world
champion Craig Alexander and his preparations for Kona 2009; three-time Paralympian and runner Gerrard Gosens; Ron
Stuart who became a steeplechase world champion in his 60s after injury and polio halted his ambitions as a young
athlete; Kate Rowe who became an Ironman 70.3 world champion in her 50s after taking out a $25,000 loan to fulfill her
dream; and Bernie Millett who at the age of 67 runs a 3:16 marathon. Top running coaches Dave Scott-Thomas and
Kevin Smith provide advice on marathon training. Age-group triathletes reveal their strategies to gain a mental advantage
on race day. Female triathletes discuss their approach to the sport.
The 1989 Ironman World Championship was the greatest race ever in endurance sports. In a spectacular duel that
became known as the Iron War, the world's two strongest athletes raced side by side at world-record pace for a grueling
139 miles. Driven by one of the fiercest rivalries in triathlon, Dave Scott and Mark Allen raced shoulder to shoulder
through Ironman's 2.4-mile swim, 112-mile bike race, and 26.2-mile marathon. After 8 punishing hours, both men would
demolish the previous record--and cross the finish line a mere 58 seconds apart. In his new book Iron War, sports
journalist Matt Fitzgerald writes a riveting epic about how Allen and Scott drove themselves and each other through the
most awe-inspiring race in sports history. Iron War goes beyond the pulse-pounding race story to offer a fascinating
exploration of the lives of the world's two toughest men and their unquenchable desire to succeed. Weaving an
examination of mental resolve into a gripping tale of athletic adventure, Iron War is a soaring narrative of two champions
and the paths that led to their stunning final showdown.
Just as George Plimpton had his proverbial cup of coffee in the NFL as the un-recruited and certainly unwanted fourthstring quarterback for the Detroit Lions, so, too, did Will McGough immerse himself in a sport he had no business trying.
Like Plimpton, whose football folly turned into the bestselling Paper Lion, travel and outdoor writer McGough writes of his
participation in, around, and over the course of one of the world's premier triathlons, the annual 140.6-mile Ironman in
Tempe, Arizona. McGough chronicles the Ironman’s history, his unorthodox training, the pageantry of the race weekend,
and his attempt to finish the epic event. The narrative follows not just his race but also explores the cult and habits of the
triathlete community, beginning with the first Ironman competition in Hawaii in 1978. This is a light-hearted, selfdeprecating, and at times hilarious look at one man's attempt to conquer the ultimate endurance sport, with a conclusion
that will surprise and delight both dedicated triathletes as well as strangers to the sport.
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The 24-week training program is laid out in four six-week increments. This represents the day-by-day, week-by-week
work to be done in preparing for a successful Ironman.
Mental Training for Ultrarunning will help you understand and develop the mental skills needed for successfully
competing in an ultrarace. Prepare with 35 activities that will assess your own obstacles and cultivate the skills to run with
confidence.
The Triathlete Guide to Sprint and Olympic Triathlon Racing will help you discover the speed, thrill, and challenge of
triathlon’s most popular race distances. Not everyone has time to train for long-course triathlons. By pursuing triathlon’s
shorter distances, you can enjoy all the total body fitness benefits of the swim-bike-run sport and discover the unique
challenges of short-course racing—all while enjoying a life outside of training. This complete guide from former pro
triathletes Chris Foster and coach Ryan Bolton shares all the know-how you need to find speed and enjoy successful
racing in sprint and Olympic-distance triathlons. Foster, now the Senior Editor of Triathlete magazine, shares his pro
advice for how to set a smart race strategy, how to master triathlon pacing, how to execute fast transitions, how to train to
improve your weakness and race to your strengths. Bolton offers smart, effective sprint and Olympic triathlon training
plans so you can get started right away, no matter your background. Sprint and Olympic triathlons are triathlon’s most
popular distances for good reasons. Experienced triathletes returning to the short course will enjoy a break from long,
slow hours of training and rediscover the joy of speed. Active people looking for a new challenge can jump right into
triathlon’s most beginner-friendly distances. The Triathlete Guide to Sprint and Olympic Triathlon Racing makes it simple
to get back up to speed in the world’s most rewarding endurance sport.
YOU CAN BE FAST AND HAVE A LIFE!Those who learn how to balance training with other goals and responsibilities
tend to live more fulfilling lives. Most triathletes are full-time working professionals who have aspirations in the workplace,
at home and on the course. Ultimately, we are all striving to be well-rounded individuals; but that doesn't mean we have
to sacrifice speed! If you learn to train with brutal efficiency, you can have children who know your name AND an
obnoxious wall lined with race medals. A DIVORCE IS NOT A PREREQUISITE TO QUALIFYING FOR KONA.The
Working Triathlete was written for busy people who want to dominate in life and athletics. Learn how to cut out the fluff
and wring every drop of potential from your body in the time you have available to train. With a focus on how to maximize
your performance in fewer hours, The Working Triathlete is chock full of principles, tips and hacks to help you approach
your genetic potential in triathlon without sacrificing other areas of your life.Includes a 12-week General Prep and Half
Iron Specific Plan.
The name 'Tony Iommi' sends shivers down the spines of guitarists around the world. As lead guitarist and songwriter of
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Black Sabbath, Tony Iommi is considered to be one of the most influential musicians of the past four decades and the
inventor of heavy metal. From working class, Midlands roots, his unique playing style - a result of a disfiguring hand injury
he suffered working in a sheet metal factory - created a dark and gothic sound unlike anything that had been heard
before and which captured the mood of its time. Sabbath went on to become a superband, playing to massive audiences
around the world and selling millions of records, and Iommi led the life of a rockstar to the fullest - with the scars from all
the drug-fuelled nights of excess and wildness to show for it. Iron Manis the exclusive account of the life and adventures
of one of rock's greatest heroes.
This book tells the tale of the heartache that eventually resulted in participants overcoming pain, finally accepting
themselves, making life-changing decisions, becoming an athlete (though possibly not yet an Ironman), or realizing a
lifetime dream. It would also feature stories from the SA Triathlon Development team, physically disabled ......
This edition of I'M HERE TO WIN is an enhanced e-book with exclusive embedded video from the author. In I'M HERE
TO WIN, Chris "Macca" McCormack opens his playbook and reveals everything it takes-mind, body, and spirit-to become
a champion. Now he shares the story of his triumphs and the never-say-die dedication that has made him the world's
most successful triathlete. In 2010, at the age of 37, Macca beat the odds and won the Ford Ironman World
Championship in Kona, Hawaii for a second time in what many called the most dramatic finish in the race's history.
Macca's journey to athletic greatness is more than just one of physical perseverance. After coming in fourth in Hawaii in
2009, Macca returned to the island on a mission: He was there to win. A game plan containing a new strategic approach
to winning brought him first across the finish line. Chris McCormack has dedicated his life to training for-and winning-the
Ironman Hawaii, one of the most grueling tests of mental and physical endurance in the world. The race challenges
athletes to swim 2.4 miles, bike 112 miles, and run a full marathon, 26.2 miles, using all their strength and willpower to
overcome the incredibly harsh conditions. In I'M HERE TO WIN Macca provides concrete training advice for everyonefrom weekend warriors who casually compete to seasoned veterans who race every week to armchair athletes looking
for an extra push-and provides insight into the mind of a great champion with excitement and inspiration on every page.
"70.3 Ironman" is the abbreviation for triathlon competitions that cover half the distance of a classical Ironman Triathlon. However,
the Ironman 70.3 consisting of 1.9 km swimming, 90 km cycling and 21.1 km running, i.e. a total of 113 km ir 70.3 miles, is
anything but an easy option. It represents a fascinating challenge for any well-trained endurance athlete. A particular highlight of
the book is its detailed training plans. There are in-depth examples of core and peripheral training and heart-rate dependent tempo
levels T1-T8 which help to illustrate the year-round training recommendations. It also features advice on swimming, cycling and
running training and cross-training, equipment, strengthening and stretching, typical training errors, recovery, self-motivating
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performance testing and motivation tips, but also anecdotes and emotional stories from competitions.
You Are a Badass for aspiring triathletes: a practical and inspiring guide to getting off the couch and on the trail to race your first -or 50th -- triathlon When Meredith Atwood first shared her journey from tired, overworked wife and mom to successful triathlete,
her story resonated with women everywhere, online at SwimBikeMom.com and in the first edition of Triathlon for the Every
Woman. Now with her own IRONMAN finishes, experience, and triathlon coaching expertise, Meredith is back with even more
wisdom. In this fully revised edition, Atwood not only shares how she went from the couch to an IRONMAN 70.3 triathlon in just
over a year, but also shares the latest expertise from coaches, nutritionists, and athletes on each component of the triathlon:
swimming, biking, and running. With compact training plans, the most current nutrition advice, updated resources, and the latest
information on long-distance racing, this new edition has all you need to make your triathlon goals a reality.
While flicking through some photographs of a holiday in the Caribbean in 2009 Craig Jordan was appalled by what he saw, an
overweight out of shape middle aged man on a very slippery slope. Craig decided there and then on a campaign to get “Fit for
Fifty” and this became his mantra but the question was which sport? Over the next few months he was a regular visitor in the gym
and went out and bought a mountain bike but nothing seemed to inspire and getting the journey to get fit seemed destined to fail.
On a whim Craig entered a local triathlon and from that moment was hooked on the sport that over the next year took him on an
incredible journey across 3 continents, 16 countries meeting and training with the stars of the sport and in the process getting in
better shape than he has ever been at any point in his life. An inspiration not only to triathletes but for anyone who believes age is
a roadblock to ultimate fitness.
You're 43, cruising through life when suddenly you're diagnosed with cancer. What do you do next? When Paul Smith found
himself facing that question he decided to swim 2.4 miles, cycle 112 more and then run a marathon. If you think completing an
ironman triathlon is an impossible dream, read this truly inspirational story and think again.
One of the few professional athletes on an entirely plant-based diet, Brendan Brazier developed this easy-to-follow program to
enhance his performance as an elite endurance athlete. Ten years later, his lifestyle still works. In this anniversary edition,
Brendan brings 25 new recipes as well as updates throughout. Thrive features a 12-week whole foods meal plan, 125 easy-tomake recipes with raw food options that are free of dairy, gluten, soy, wheat, corn, refined sugar. With this program, you can lower
body fat and increase muscle tone; diminish visible signs of aging; increase energy and mental clarity; sleep better and more
restfully. Thrive is a long-term eating plan that will help you develop a lean body, sharp mind, and everlasting energy, whether
you're a professional athlete or simply looking to boost your physical and mental health.
Triathletes spend a lot of time and money making sure they have the right gear, optimizing their training plans, and selecting their
races. And part of that preparation for big race days is taking care of diet to be sure the body is properly fed to maximize athletic
performance. Enter The Complete Nutrition Guide for Triathletes, a thorough nutritional guidebook tailored specifically for the threesport athlete to reach his triathlon goals and to cross the finish line with the best nutrition plan possible. Dr. Jamie A. Cooper brings
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to the book her expert knowledge about nutrition and exercise combined with her extensive experience as an active triathlete. The
book covers each essential nutrient, offers up tailored nutritional plans for Sprint, Olympic, and Ironman races, and troubleshoots
nutrition-related issues specifically concerning the triathlete.
Internationally recognized triathlon coach and best-selling author Joe Friel teams up with ultra-endurance guru Gordon Byrn in
Going Long, the most comprehensive guide to racing long-course and Ironman-distance triathlons. Combining science with
personal experience, Friel and Byrn prepare anyone, from the working age-grouper to the podium contender, for success in
triathlon's ultimate endurance event. Whether you are preparing for your first long-course triathlon or your fastest, Going Long will
make every hour of training count. 40 sport-specific drills to improve technique and efficiency Updates to mental training Key
training sessions, workout examples, and strength-building exercises A simple approach to balancing training, work, and family
obligations A new chapter on active recovery, injury prevention and treatment Going Long is the best-selling book on Ironman
training. Friel and Byrn guide the novice, intermediate, and elite triathlete, making it the most comprehensive and nuanced plan for
Ironman training ever written. Going Long is the best resource to break through an Ironman performance plateau to find season
after season of long-course race improvements.
Shaping up for a triathlon is serious business. Triathlon Training For Dummies is packed with insider tips and proven methods for
training for a triathlon and pumping yourself into the best possible shape by race day. It helps you find the motivation you need to
stick to your program, eat better to maximize your energy, and prevent injures both before and during the race. This authoritative
guide helps you evaluate your cardiovascular fitness, muscle strength, endurance, and flexibility, and to set manageable realistic
training goals. You’ll learn how to establish a workout schedule, choose a target finish time get the right, affordable equipment
you’ll need for each leg of the race, and maximize your fitness and form for swimming, biking, and running. You’ll also get plenty
of help in putting it all together as you focus your training, add dual workouts, become a quick-change artist, and save time during
transitions. Discover how to: Choose an event to train for based on your fitness level Get into your best possible shape Select the
right equipment and sportswear Train for an Olympic, Sprint, or Ironman triathlon Fuel your body and prevent injuries Prepare for
training sessions Maintain energy and recover quickly Set training schedules for every triathlon event Treat common training and
racing injuries Live like an athlete Triathlon Training For Dummies comes complete with resources for finding triathlons near you,
lists of items to bring along on race day, and tips on registration formalities and racing etiquette.
Why is the Half Iron-Distance the most popular triathlon distance? Because it is the perfect length for busy athletes with demanding career
and family responsibilities. Full Iron-Distance races require such painstaking planning and sacrifice that it’s difficult to keep life in balance.
The Half Iron-Distance is accessible, while remaining challenging. Also known as the “70.3” for the sum of its 1.2 mile swim, 56 mile bike
ride, and 13.1 mile run, the half-iron triathlon is not simply a race for which an athlete can use a full-iron training regimen chopped in half.
Doing so would in no way approach maximizing an athlete’s performance. The races are performed at completely different intensity levels,
with completely different approaches. As a result, the training is completely different. IronFit Secrets to Half Iron-Distance Triathlon Success
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does for the half-iron what Be IronFit has done for the full-iron. It provides three sixteen-week training programs—Competitive, Intermediate,
and “Just Finish”—and details everything an athlete needs to know to successfully prepare for and maximize performance at this racing
distance. In as little as four months, any athlete can be physically and mentally ready for the world’s most popular triathlon challenge.
Triathlete Magazine's Essential Week-by-Week Training GuidePlans, Scheduling Tips, and Workout Goals for Triathletes of All LevelsGrand
Central Life & Style
Your Best Triathlon is a master plan that will guide experienced triathletes through every week of their season. For each phase of training,
Joe lays out the path to success, outlining clear objectives and the guidelines to meet them. Joe Friel’s highly refined training plans for sprint,
Olympic, half-Ironman®, and Ironman® race distances will help serious triathletes deliver a breakout performance, even those with countless
races under their belt. Joe offers a tool kit of proven workouts that will isolate and develop specific abilities. Within each workout and plan, he
offers easy modifications to better manage personal limiters and improve performance. Hundreds of thousands of triathletes have relied on
Joe Friel and his groundbreaking best seller, The Triathlete’s Training Bible, to develop their own self-coached training programs. Now Joe
Friel, the most experienced coach in triathlon, reveals his formula for advanced training and coaches triathletes to their best race ever.
The authors provide a tool for self-coached athletes of all abilities who want variety in their training.
The half-distance triathlon consists of a 1.2-mile swim, 56 miles of cycling and a 13.1-mile run. It is anything but an easy option, but it
represents a fascinating challenge for any well-trained endurance athlete. The book will guide any triathlete who wishes to finish his or her
first half-distance triathlon from the beginning of the preparation until race day. A particular highlight of the book is its great amount of detailed
training plans. There are in-depth examples of core and peripheral training and heart-rate dependent pace levels T1-T8, which help to
illustrate the year-round training recommendations. It also features advice on swimming, cycling, and running training, cross training,
equipment, strengthening and stretching, typical training errors, recovery, self-motivating performance testing and motivation tips, as well as
anecdotes and emotional stories from competitions. With this guide, anyone can finish their first half-distance triathlon.
Hal Higdon’s Half Marathon Training offers prescriptive programming for all levels of runners. Not only will it help you learn how to get started
with your training, but it will show you where to focus your attention, when to progress, and how to keep it simple.
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